
plateau per capita GDP

Sub-Saharan Africa developed/developing

Berlin Conference cash crop

colonize/colony subsistence farming

imperialism The Scramble for Africa

The Middle Passage diversification

Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade escarpment

Human Development Index rift

Life Expectancy

Literacy Rate
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the wealth a country produces in a
year, divided by the number of people

living in that country
flat, elevated land

a country with an advanced economy
and social system/a country with a less
advanced economy an social system

the parts of Africa located
south of the Sahara Desert

a crop that is raised for sale and would
not directly sustain a family's food

needs

a European conference held in Berlin, Germany in
1884-1885; it outlined how European powers would
"carve up" Africa in a way that would prevent them
from going to war with eachother

raising just enough crops to
support one's family

to settle in an area and take control of its
government; an area of land that is under control
of another country and is settled by people of the
controlling country

the European competition to
claim land in Africa

the national policy of taking control of
another country or territory to gain

land, power, or wealth

to expand a country's economy by
increasing the variety of goods

produced in that country; to add variety

the part of the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade where
Africans were transported across the Atlantic
Ocean, in terrible conditions, to the Americas

a long, steep slope, especially
at one edge of a plateau

the triangular trade route from the
Americas, to Europe, to Africa and back

to Americas again.

a deep crack in the Earth's surface
ex. The Great Rift Valley in eastern

Africa

an average based on several factors that measures the
quality of life in country and is used for comparison from
country to country, mostly to help governments develop
policies that help its citizens

the average length of time a
person can expect to live

the average number of people
who can read and write
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